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How are members of marginalized communities connected with the criminal legal system?
How might reformers understand the complexities of those entanglements?

This paper sets forth four modalities of the relationship between marginalized community members and the criminal justice system: subordination, consumption, resistance, and transformation. These modalities attempt to break out of traditional ways of thinking about community members’ formal roles in the system—defendants, witnesses, victims, judges, prosecutors, police officers, correctional officers, and the indeterminate but oft-invoked “community.” Instead, these modalities are fluid and situational.

This paper also calls for new research, scholarship, and advocacy that takes seriously how members of marginalized communities engage in these fluid and situational modalities. In order to create lasting change, such as the democratization of justice systems and the drastic reduction of social marginality, policymakers, scholars, and advocates must be cognizant of all of these modalities, and must not attend to one or two modalities while neglecting the rest. Shallow understandings of the interconnectedness of these modalities is one reason that the link between social marginality and crime control remains so difficult to address. Moreover, a lens that focuses only on subordination produces limits forward-thinking, normative thought about policies that can encourage community members’ transformative engagement with the justice system.

Fig. 1: Modalities of Community-Criminal Justice Engagement

The field of community-criminal justice engagement, visually represented in Figure 1, might be organized around two axes. The horizontal axis describes the amount of agency associated with the modality, while the vertical axis describes the amount of social respect associated with the modality.

I. Subordination

How does the criminal justice system produce and reproduce the deprivation and dispossession of particular communities?

The overarching relationship between marginalized communities in the United States and the criminal justice system has been one of race-class domination and subjugation. From a subordination framework, members of marginalized communities are viewed as low in social esteem and low in agency. Regardless of
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their official role in the system—victim, defendant, witness—marginalized community members can be understood as system outsiders. Even the status of victim, which for some groups elicits social responses of protection and punitiveness, does not accrue to marginalized in the same way as it might, for example, to a white woman.¹ From a subordination perspective, attempts at agency may simply underscore the brutality of the system. For example, recent research by Matthew Clair shows that lower-status criminal defendants are less likely to trust their lawyer and thus are more likely to be involved in their case, but in ways that are ultimately unhelpful and elicit the ire of court authorities.² Nicole Gonzalez Van Cleve found that an array of court actors, including judges, prosecutors, and even public defenders, contributed to the racialized powerlessness within criminal adjudicative bodies.³

African Americans have been most central to the subordination story. As historian Khalil Gibran Muhammad has documented, the construction of African Americans as criminals began in earnest during the late 19th century, most prominently with the publication of Frederick L. Hoffman’s Race Traits and Tendencies of the American Negro (1896), which deployed statistical analysis to make sweeping claims about the tendencies of African Americans, a group that he called “a distinct element” that “presents more than at any time in the past the most complicated and seemingly hopeless problem among those confronting the American people.”⁴ Hoffman believed that his statistics—which were merely descriptive statistics comparing white and “colored” by a wide variety of indicators, far below the standard for making racially comparative claims today—“speak for themselves.”⁵

While scholars constructed black criminality, black people were recognizing and responding to the system’s misuse by developing a distrust of it. In the early twentieth century, W.E.B. Du Bois was likely the first scholar to empirically document this distrust.⁶ As part of a series of studies of African-American life, Du Bois and his collaborators collected survey, interview, and administrative data on crime, arrest, and incarceration. Du Bois and collaborators found, among other things, that white officials and black men had greatly divergent perspectives on the possibilities of justice for African Americans in Georgia courts. Du Bois reasoned that punishment practices prevalent at the time, such as lynching, “spread[] among black folk the firmly fixed idea that few accused Negroes are really guilty.”⁷ Du Bois also condemned the relative lack of legal protection for African Americans, as well as criminal justice practices such as the leasing of convicts, that sent a message to
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African Americans that the purpose of the system was to make money for the state rather than to rehabilitate supposed lawbreakers.⁸

Du Bois’ research was prescient, at least with respect to the direction of research and scholarship on African Americans’ relationship to the crime control system over the next century. The evidence confirming the existence of a tense and distrustful relationship between African Americans and law enforcement mounted over the ensuing decades.⁹ A high watermark was the 1968 Kerner Commission Report, commissioned by the Johnson Administration in the wake of twenty-three episodes of urban unrest during the mid- and late-1960s. The Report concluded that, for many African Americans, the “police have come to symbolize white power, white racism, and white repression.”¹⁰ The Report documented “tension” and “hostility” between law enforcement and urban African Americans, blaming the “abrasive relationship” on a combination of increased demands for protection and service and the police practices thought necessary to provide those services. Bayley and Mendelsohn concluded that African Americans, Hispanics, and whites “live in completely different worlds” with respect to policing. In the South and in the Northeastern and Midwestern Rust Belt cities where many African Americans relocated during the Second Great Migration, police forces often functioned to maintain the expulsion of African Americans from the center of social and political life, at times violating the law in service of racial control.¹¹ Despite pervasive harsh policing that ostensibly was intended to suppress and deter crime, African Americans felt neglected and inadequately protected.¹²

Recent events only underscore both the perception and the reality that criminal justice constitutes and reconstitutes racial subjugation by denying marginalized groups, especially young African American men, full educational and employment opportunities.¹³ While consequences are most severe for people with felony convictions who experience prison sentences, lower level criminal justice involvements have deleterious effects on the hardest-hit communities.¹⁴

Poverty and other forms of disadvantage multiply the racial character of criminal justice system interaction. Perceived police nonchalance about crimes against residents of struggling communities further alienates the community from the government officials tasked with protecting them, a perceived indifference
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with deep history and ongoing salience. Residents of black disadvantaged neighborhoods often suspect that police uses of force are merely displays of power, and are not born of a desire to meet communities’ safety needs. Contemporary events have shed new light on longstanding tensions between African Americans and law enforcement. Disproportionate use of fines and warrants, along with controversial policies like broken windows policing and “stop-and-frisk,” have exacerbated the troubled relationship between poor African Americans and law enforcement. Of course, the various potential “back ends” of the criminal justice system—repeated arrest and processing, probation, parole, incarceration—reinforce race and class hierarchy.

Community members recognize these injustices, and it shapes their broader perceptions of the criminal justice system. Professor Carla Shedd, in a rich study of youth, school, and policing, finds that unequal policing of African-American students in diverse contexts makes them more aware of their social position and thus exacerbates their distrust of legal authority and perception of social injustice relative to youth who attend more segregated schools. Professor Forrest Stuart shows that residents of Los Angeles’ Skid Row, largely African-American and Latino, moves away from a trust/distrust framework and describes a number of strategies of “cop wisdom” that Skid Row residents use to navigate policing in daily life, hoping to avoid the harshness of even “therapeutic” policing. In these works and others, the relevant question is not how people who are in marginalized communities feel about the police affectively or even whether they trust the police to deliver certain goods. Instead, the broad, common set of questions might be: How does policing send messages to groups about their place in the social order? How do members of those groups cope with the daily realities and consequences of those messages?

Contemporary social science research on policing has often focused on the legitimacy of legal authorities. This research, operating from a social psychological angle, has used a conception of legitimacy that tends to focus more on whether people, generally speaking, are more or less likely to comply or cooperate with law enforcement based on how the police treat them. In some work, Tyler and colleagues have been more
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26 E.g., TOM R. TYLER & YUEH J. HUO, TRUST IN THE LAW (2002); Jason Sunshine & Tom R. Tyler, The Role of Procedural Justice and Legitimacy in Shaping Public Support for Policing, 37 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 513 (2003); Tom R. Tyler & Jeffrey Fagan, Legitimacy and Cooperation: Why Do People Help the Police Fight Crime in Their Communities? 6 OH. ST. J. CRIM. L. 231 (2008). To be clear, the procedural justice-legitimacy literature does take account of concerns like individually signaling inclusion and group value, but generally inclusion is discussed as a means
attentive to the racialized milieu of police-community contacts and relations.27 Yet, because of the individualist and direct interaction-focused framing applied even in that work, this body of research tends to imply that the core issues shaping trust in law enforcement relate to the respect shown in encounters, not the social meanings of law enforcement to particular social groups, or the deep structures that link up with those meanings.28

Sociologists Robert J. Sampson and Dawn Jeglum Bartusch have described “anomic about law” in predominantly black and poor neighborhoods in Chicago, a phenomenon they label “legal cynicism.”29 Sampson and Bartusch were describing ruptures in the social bonds that connect individuals to their community and, in particular, to the state through law enforcement, thereby perpetuating criminal offending.30 Rebutting the idea that crime was high in predominantly African-American neighborhoods because African Americans were more accepting of criminal behavior than other groups, Sampson and Bartusch found that African Americans and Latinos were less tolerant of deviance than whites, but higher in cynicism about the law and legal authorities because of concentrated disadvantage. In the years since Sampson and Bartusch developed the legal cynicism concept, numerous scholars have built on the notion.31

Kirk and Papachristos offer an important reiteration and slightly more specific interpretation, describing legal cynicism as a “cultural orientation in which the law and the agents of its enforcement, such as the police and courts, are viewed as illegitimate, unresponsive, and ill equipped to ensure public safety.”32 However, their definition still emphasizes the subjective outcome of perceived illegitimacy rather than embedding a specific set of processes, or the precise structural conditions thought to produce it, into the theory.
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Regardless of how trust is conceived or measured or conceived, much literature has shown that African Americans, particularly those who are poor or who live in high-poverty or predominantly African-American communities, tend to be less trustful not only of police, but also other governmental institutions, their neighbors, and even their intimate partners in comparison to other racial and ethnic groups in the United States. The picture that emerges from the research on race, poverty, and trust—separately from policing—is one of profound social diminishishment. As explained in coming sections, distrust and subjugation do not encapsulate the fullness of the African-American experience with criminal justice. Yet, it is clear that poor African Americans as a group tend to have a distinctive social experience from those of other ethnic and socioeconomic groups in the United States, mediated through the criminal legal system. Thus, most discussions of African-American “distrust” of the police only skirt the edges of a deeper, hierarchy-driven fracture between these communities and legal authorities.

The image above is a public art display in West Baltimore, Maryland, created shortly after the arrest and death of Freddie Gray in police custody in April 2015. The display, created by Baltimore religious artist Loring Cornish—best known for his mosaic art about love and God—includes two signs. One sign, painted in black on a red background reads, “Lynching still exist, white police use bullets and law to lynch blacks legally.” The other sign, painted in white on a black background, reads, “Freddie Gray victim of Baltimore City police brutality.” Jarringly, the display features several small figurines that look like dolls, painted in black, wrapped in rope, and hung from the trees in front of Cornish’s studio. The figurines drive home the connection Cornish sees between racist lynching and police violence.

While Cornish’s work does not necessarily represent the views of other African Americans, it is a searing illustration of what research suggests about the overarching relationship between African American communities and the criminal justice system: Many African Americans see the criminal justice system not merely
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as a bundle of interactions with street-level bureaucrats whom they may or may not trust depending on how they are treated in a given moment, as implied in procedural justice and legitimacy interventions, but rather as a “total” or “greedy” institution that arbitrarily affects African Americans regardless of criminal behavior. From this perspective, the criminal legal system functions primarily as a means of racial control and estrangement.\(^{36}\)

Finally, while this brief largely focuses on African-American communities and the criminal legal system, there are particular—and growing—concerns related to the carceral system and other groups, all of which need further explication in the literature and in policy. For example, Native Americans are overrepresented in the U.S. criminal justice system, and some research claims that young Native American males are sentenced more harshly for the same offenses than Black men or White men are.\(^{37}\)

The nation’s largest minority group, members of the Latinx community, is also disproportionately subordinated via the crime control system. Sometimes, in places where Latinx and black people have long lived alongside each other, the processes of criminalization are somewhat similar.\(^{38}\) Under other circumstances, perceived or real differences in immigration documentation structure how and why people engage or avoid the criminal justice system. For example, Cecilia Menjívar and Leisy Abrego have written of the “legal violence” of the intersection of criminal law and immigration law at the local, state, and federal levels, a term that they argue is “captures the suffering that results from and is made possible through the implementation of the body of laws that delimit and shape individuals’ lives on a routine basis.”\(^{39}\) Menjívar and Abrego focus on the violence of immigration enforcement on Latinx undocumented immigrants, but documented Latinx immigrants, too, may live with concern about the linkages between criminal legal authority and immigration enforcement, in part because documentation makes them legible to these interlocking systems.\(^{40}\) Although the immigration system itself is not a criminal justice system, their processes often intersect.\(^{41}\) They intersect, for example, via the use of deportation as punishment for “crimes of moral turpitude” and a very broad range of “aggravated felonies,”\(^{42}\) the similarities between (and often shared private administration of) immigration detention centers and prisons, and the occasional housing of immigration detainees in federal prisons.\(^{43}\) A growing body of scholarship is beginning to reckon with the ways immigration and crime control operate together to make it difficult for people in particular communities to find modes of productive engagement with the criminal justice system.

**II. Consumption**

*How do members of communities make use of the criminal justice system?*


\(^{36}\) Loïc Wacquant, *Deadly Symbiosis: When Ghetto and Prison Meet and Mesh*, 3 *Punishment & Society* 95 (2001); *Bell, supra* note 28.


\(^{38}\) *E.g.*, *Rios, supra* note 25.


\(^{40}\) *See, e.g.*, Asad L. Asad, *Documented and Afraid: System Embeddedness and Immigrants’ Perceived Risk of Deportation* (unpublished manuscript, on file with author).


Quadrant 2 considers the more esteemed but low-agency position of being a consumer of the criminal justice system, someone who occasionally tries to use it like a good or service. This is the way the police, at least, might imagine a passive public using the system: When a crime occurs, the member of the public calls the police, provides information, and steps out of the way.

The overarching body of scholarship and analysis of community-focused criminal justice research finds that marginalized people generally avoid official channels for public safety, governing themselves instead according to a “code of the street” whereby violence becomes an acceptable extra-legal strategy of protecting oneself or resolving disputes. As writer Ta-Nehisi Coates has written, the police in some communities are largely “indistinguishable from any other street gang.”

However, the “code of the street” has never been fixed or universal on either an individual or collective level. Critically, consumptive engagement with the criminal legal system, for marginalized people is not fully agentic. The choice to engage with the criminal justice system is structured by other structural and institutional factors, including the failure of other arms of government and institutions to provide alternatives. At a collective policy level, James Forman and Michael Javen Fortner describe African-American support for some of the policies that ultimately produced mass incarceration, explain that there was for many an earnest desire for safer neighborhoods and a tentative hope that crime control—coupled with social safety net expansion—would have positive results. Yet many African American leaders ultimately lacked the political power to ensure that the safety net was expanded alongside the carceral state.

Policing scholars have long reported that poor people called the police more often than wealthier people because they “depend upon police assistance in times of trouble, crises, and indecision,” often to resolve noncriminal issues. Research using administrative data on police reporting has shown that—even controlling for crime rates—African Americans, women, and residents of high-poverty neighborhoods are equally or more likely to call the police than other groups.

Qualitative studies have identified poor African-American women, especially women with children, as a population of particular interest given their occasional use of police to control male partners and children, to find support that is mostly unavailable through the welfare state, or to avoid harsh outcomes associated with child protection and other punitive social services. Victor Rios, in a qualitative study of black and Latino boys in Oakland, California, finds that mothers are part of a “youth control complex” along with police, probation...
officers, schools, community centers, the media, and other institutions. According to Rios, because mothers acquiesce to institutional messages about appropriate parenting behavior, they call the police on their children and thereby label them as criminal. Alice Goffman, in an ethnographic study of a Philadelphia neighborhood, finds that women sometimes proactively contact the police as a means of socially controlling their male intimate partners, and at other times are actively coerced to report their partner’s, son’s, or grandson’s whereabouts through threats of arrest, loss of child custody, and physical force. Nikki Jones tells the story of “Shante,” a young woman who got hit in the head with a brick during a fight and whose mother decides to “let the law deal with it” instead of using their usual tactic of retaliating. Shante’s mother, who had formerly been incarcerated, did not want to risk familial stability. Shante’s mother did not expect “the law” to do much, and it didn’t—she and Shante were disappointed with the outcome, which was a very short detainment of the young woman who had thrown the brick. Shante and her mother wanted the other young woman to experience a harsher punishment. Even after the police responded, Shante daily fights the urge to “blow this heifer.”

In my own work, I find similar reasons that marginalized people, especially women, consume the carceral state despite their disdain and distrust of it. I find that women justify occasional semi-agentic engagement with the criminal legal system in four ways, including making exceptions for especially helpful individual officers, emphasizing protection of their physical home rather than the broader community, explaining the possibility of therapeutic consequences for their partners or children, and emphasizing the ways police reports are helpful for navigating other government institutions such as the Housing Authority or child protection.

Conversations that focus on the subordinating relationship that marginalized communities have with the carceral state give short shrift to the reality that people who live in marginalized communities often engage the criminal legal system by deploying it. This is not to say that this is a natural response—perhaps reliance on the criminal legal system despite distrust of it underscores the hegemonic nature of criminal legal ideology. As Carr, Napolitano, and Keating found in their study of a diverse group of Philadelphia youth, even young people who had negative experiences with the criminal justice system thought increasing the presence of police was a good solution to the problem of crime.

Recognizing that marginalized communities contain many consumers of crime control does not suggest a specific policy direction. Some reformers, such as those who operate from an abolitionist framework, are using community organizing to denaturalize police and prison as the obvious response to crime. These abolitionist reformers support some incremental policy and practice changes, but only those that in their estimation lead directly toward a smaller criminal justice system. This means, for example, they oppose training police to respond more effectively to mental health crises, strongly discourage community members from
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calling 911, and propose investment in alternative pathways for getting people mental health support.\textsuperscript{61} They might, for example, be skeptical of reforms like Seattle’s Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion (LEAD) program—not because of the premise of the program, which diverts low-level offenders pre-booking—but because the police department runs it. This is reflective of a deep skepticism shared by some activists and many community members, in line with a legal estrangement perspective, that police cannot be trusted even when the agenda they are promoting sounds appealing. (“Community policing” is another troubling example in which rhetoric and deeds are often misaligned.)

Other reform-minded people would argue that paying attention to marginalized peoples’ strategies and reasons for consuming the criminal justice system should support reform that \textit{improves} these systems—turning them into “public goods”—rather than dismantling them.\textsuperscript{62} While some activists in the Black Lives Matter movement may support reforms that would increase the criminal justice system’s legitimacy,\textsuperscript{63} others have adopted a more decisively radical perspective.\textsuperscript{64} These cleavages and debates, even within the reform community, shed light on the complexity of figuring out the problem of consumption. Identifying a path forward requires dialogue that does not just examine how the system oppresses marginalized community members, but also whether and how it provides—or \textit{should} provide—security and support.

### III. Resistance

\textit{How do community members express unwillingness to yield to the criminal justice system?}

Quadrant 3 invites discussion of the seemingly high-agency but low-esteem position of resistance. Resistance can be defined in many ways, but here I focus on intentional resistance to legal ideology. As Richard Brisbin has explained, “[r]esistance to law requires a consciousness of how legality denies or excludes recognition of an individual’s desires, is arbitrarily applied, or establishes unjust distributions of power, wealth, or status.”\textsuperscript{65} Thus, mere deviance from the law is not resistance. This understanding of resistance is akin to what James C. Scott has called “weapons of the weak,” the ways subordinated people signal that they do not passively accept domination but instead struggle against it.\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{61} See, \textit{e.g.}, Critical Resistance, Oakland Power Projects – Health Resources, \url{http://criticalresistance.org/opphealthresources/} (describing organizational efforts to “think through the connections between policing and health care in order to more successfully work to sever these connections.”).


\textsuperscript{63} See also THE MOVEMENT FOR BLACK LIVES, A VISION FOR BLACK LIVES: POLICY DEMANDS FOR BLACK POWER, FREEDOM & JUSTICE, https://policy.m4bl.org/end-war-on-black-people/ (“Until we achieve a world where cages are no longer used against our people we demand an immediate change in conditions and an end to all jails, detention centers, youth facilities and prisons as we know them”) (calling for prison abolition but stopping short of police abolition).

\textsuperscript{64} See, \textit{e.g.}, Akbar, supra note 60; see also JAMES C. SCOTT, WEAPONS OF THE WEAK: EVERYDAY FORMS OF PEASANT RESISTANCE 304 (1985); see also JAMES C. SCOTT, DOMINATION AND THE ARTS OF RESISTANCE (1990).

\textsuperscript{65} JAMES C. SCOTT, 6 ANN. REV. L. & SOC. SCI. 25, 27 (2010).

\textsuperscript{66} See also JAMES C. SCOTT, RESISTANCE TO LEGALITY, 6 ANN. REV. L. & SOC. SCI. 25, 27 (2010).
In 2003, Patricia Ewick and Susan Silbey invited scholars to study community members’ everyday resistance to legality more extensively, pointing out the thinness of this body of scholarship. Yet, fifteen years after they wrote—and despite their high citation count—the body of research focusing on everyday resistance to the law remains relatively shallow. Scholarship on everyday resistance to criminal legal authority in the United States is especially minimal. Some notable exceptions include Ashley Rubin’s important work on prisoners’ resistant daily behaviors and Robert Werth’s scholarship on parolees, which reveals strategies that parolees use to selectively engage with their parole officers in order to “go[] straight,” but “on their own terms.”

To be sure, emphasizing community resistance can feel beside the point. The “big story” in the relationship between marginalized communities and the criminal justice system is subordination. Thus, it is reasonable to pay more attention to subordination, and to consumption as another mode of subordination, than to resistance. Moreover, scholarship on resistance is often mired in jargon and theory about ideology and hegemony, which might make it harder to use and might distract from its description of daily practices that people in marginalized communities use to resist.

However, an understanding of community members’ everyday resistance is critical for illuminating pathways toward more innovative systemic criminal justice transformation, for finding touchpoints that community members find the most dehumanizing or the least productive, and for building a legal structure that is more responsive to community concerns. A new agenda might stop seeing resistance as a problem that research can help police overcome and instead understand resistance as a response to an overzealous state. Instead of trying to “fix” resistance or simply to theorize it, scholars can try to really understand it in ways that might illuminate pathways forward for policymakers, decisionmakers, practitioners, and activists.

For example, in Commonwealth v. Warren (2016), the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court famously ruled that a black man’s decision to run from police officers is not on its own evidence of wrongdoing that could support officers’ reasonable suspicion that the black man is committing a crime. Drawing from a statistical study of racial profiling in Boston, the court reasoned that a black man fleeing “might just as easily be motivated by the desire to avoid the recurring indignity of being racially profiled as by the desire to hide criminal activity.” In other words, the court understood that black men might reasonably choose flee to resist racial inequity, not because of their own criminality. The statistical racial profiling research made this outcome possible, but the evidentiary base for the court’s ruling would have been even stronger if it had also included narratives of African American male Bostonians describing flight as resistance to racialized criminal legal power.

Individual acts of resistance present a challenge for some reformers: Individual resistance to the criminal justice system raises moral questions because it seems antithetical to the rule of law. Some resistance, such as talking back to an officer, can seem harmless from a distance. But what about when individual acts of resistance are harmful? For example, Trevor Gardner has argued that when African Americans commit street crime, they are engaging in a form of resistance that has roots in historical political struggle. If he is right, does this information matter for how criminal justice institutions should respond to street-level crimes when black people commit them?
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If one believes that law reflects collective moral rules, then it is a deep problem for people to break the law or disobey the commands of legal authorities. If, however, one sees law primarily as a means of organizing social power, concerns about the morality of resistance fade. Thus, reformers who want to understand the modality of resistance in community engagement with criminal justice must think deeply about the value of resistance in a system that is thought to be at least in the ideal governed by law. How can we destigmatize resistance—or at least, certain forms of it—while being supportive of rule of law principles? How should we weigh community members’ resistance to the law when it causes harm?

IV. Transformation

How do community members, individually and collectively, seek to reform and reimagine the criminal justice system?

Transformative engagement (Quadrant 4) occupies position in the chart that is of highest social esteem and highest agency. I define transformation as community engagement in deliberate, organized, and often collective action to ease the negative impact of the criminal legal system on members of marginalized communities. Transformative engagement is hard, and I would wager that it is the rarest modality.

Movement Activism & Collective Action

Transformative community engagement sometimes involves movement activism. The criminal justice reform movement has brought together a wide array of people from various ideological perspectives and backgrounds. That movement has produced a small decline in the incarceration rate. While many activists are concerned about the lack of a shared set of commitments in this movement, it has, no doubt, operated in an organized fashion and produced positive—though perhaps not truly transformational—results.

Black Lives Matter, too, represents collective community response aimed at system change that operates through both persuasion and adversarialism. One challenge for that movement’s legibility in mainstream audiences has been an inconsistency in precise legal “asks” within the criminal justice system. This is not to say that law is unimportant to Black Lives Matter. As Amna Akbar has helpfully explained, “The movement is not attempting to operate outside of law, but rather to reimagine its possibilities within a broader attempt to reimagine the state. Law is fundamental to what movement actors are fighting against and for.” However, this transformative legal engagement is not really with the criminal justice system, but with the state writ large. Thus, criminal justice policymakers may have difficulty translating this mode of engagement into action. Criminal justice policymakers have an easier time understanding community movements regarding specific cases, of which there have been many. These movements around individual cases tend to request
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releasing someone or reducing a harsh sentence, and their lack of structural demands make them less of a systemic threat.

One mode of collective response that adopts a more cooperative positionality is “reconciliation,” a set of strategies proposed by David Kennedy’s National Network for Safe Communities that has been embraced by some community movements. The reconciliation model focuses on police departments, not the entire criminal justice system. It requires that (1) police publicly acknowledge harm that they have done, whether it be individual, departmental, or institutional harm; (2) police and community members engage by sharing narratives and listening to each other; (3) someone compile a set of facts that is “clear” and “objective”; and (4) police and community members work together to develop policies and practices that respond to the narratives and history revealed earlier in the reconciliation process.\(^77\) While reconciliation has some promise conceptually, it is still largely untested. While it has transformational ambitions, it is not clear whether it is actually transformative. Moreover, the degree to which community members actively support these approaches remains uncertain. One important area for research in coming years will be whether approaches like this produce positive outcomes, and if so, how and under what circumstances.

Finally, there is a long history of bureaucratically endorsed civilian/community committees that are meant to either soften the blow of crime control in marginalized neighborhoods generally or to make officers more accountable for misconduct.\(^78\) These are somewhat collective efforts, but they are limited because only a small number of community members can meaningfully participate. They do not fundamentally restructure the distribution of power in the criminal justice system.

**Local & Individual Transformative Engagement**

Although transformation requires some collective action, some community members at local and individual levels are aiming to transform the criminal justice system. One of the most celebrated modes of transformative engagement is “restorative justice,” a bundle of practices such as victim-offender mediation, circles and conferences that include family members and community members along with victims and offenders, community-based alternatives to sentencing, and sometimes reparative methods that aim to make victims, offenders, and communities whole again after a crime. These are often more local modes of engagement—deeply of the community—and may look different depending on local characteristics and the nature of the harm. One of the worries with restorative justice, however, is precisely the local variation in approaches. In some places, “restorative justice” has just been used as code for justice that elevates the voices of victims.\(^79\) While victim involvement can be valuable, it can also be used as a way to justify system harshness, thereby feeding back into the subordinating relationship between marginalized communities and the criminal justice system.

More localized movements, such as organized copwatching, represent transformative community engagement with the criminal justice system. Rather than using consensus and cooperation to persuade criminal justice officials to adopt reforms, organized copwatching seeks criminal justice transformation through

\(^{77}\) National Network for Safe Communities, Reconciliation Between Police and Communities: Case Studies and Lessons Learned 3 (2018).

\(^{78}\) See, e.g., Samuel Walker, Police Accountability: The Role of Citizen Oversight (2001); U.S. Comm’n Civ. Rts., Hearing Before the United States Commission on Civil Rights Hearing Held in Cleveland, Ohio, April 1-7, at 534 (1966) (testimony of Margaret Weathers, describing her involvement in the Police-Citizens Committee in Hough, Cleveland, to which she was appointed in 1964).

“adversarialism” and “agonism.” Engaged community members have also engaged in participatory community defense, set up community bail funds, and created and participated in prison education efforts. This type of transformative engagement, which is growing in prominence, needs to be a part of a serious research agenda on criminal justice. Currently there is very little on-the-ground empirical research that probes this type of organized local advocacy and community work.

More controversially, one could think about the employment of members of marginalized community members within the criminal justice system as police officers, correctional officers, judges, prosecutors, and more as a mode of transformative engagement. For example, at various points in history, the diversification of police forces has been a rallying point for racial justice activists. In the past, some racial justice advocates believed that force diversity would make the system less racially oppressive. In the late 1960s, Cleveland’s first African-American mayor, Carl B. Stokes, made police force diversification the centerpiece of his political agenda. Some scholars, such as David Sklansky, have more recently celebrated increased racial, gender, and sexual orientation diversity on American police forces as a key achievement of criminal justice reform. Yet, at least with respect to race and policing, it is unclear to what extent bringing more African Americans into the police force produces the dividends for black communities that it ideally would; some argue that benefit accrues only when departments gain a “critical mass” of black officers. Some scholars and advocates have suggested that lawyers of color can help reform the system by becoming prosecutors, and there is a burgeoning but robust group of progressive prosecutors, some who are of color and some who are not, but who ostensibly aim to make the criminal justice system less arbitrarily punitive. We tend not to think of system diversification as “community” effort, but given that certain groups of people of color—across class—are at risk of subordinating relationships with the criminal justice system, perhaps it makes sense to imagine justice system employment as a mode of transformative engagement. To be sure, this type of reform would be viewed as profoundly unsatisfying, non-transformative, and perhaps even counterproductive to many progressive advocates.

Conclusion

In this brief, I have introduced four fluid and situational modalities of community criminal justice involvement: subordination, consumption, resistance, and transformation. In some ways, this framework encourages...
more general thinking because it deemphasizes the precise functions individuals play in the system and suggests that even across functional roles, modes of engagement could differ based on time and other circumstances. However, more importantly, as a way of understanding community engagement, this framework aims to provoke bring richer and more nuanced research and advocacy. Instead of thinking in a static way about what “the community” wants or needs, it encourages recognition of how members of marginalized communities who seem similarly situated can simultaneously have multiple types of relationships with the crime control apparatus.

This framework also intends to encourage forward-looking and normative thought about linkages between the criminal justice system and the community. Social science research on this topic is, by necessity, often retrospective and descriptive. Because social scientists usually try to study meaningful social phenomena, research on criminal justice often examines the subordinating relationship that members of marginalized communities have with the criminal justice system. Yet, this framework shows how the laser-focus on subordination leaves out modalities of community engagement that are important but understudied—and might suggest workable paths forward. Increased study of consumption, resistance, and transformation will build an evidentiary base that takes complex community concerns more seriously, and it could provide a more substantive groundwork to support deeper reforms. Understanding these modalities of relationship could ultimately help increase the power of individuals and communities to determine the type of criminal justice they want and need.